Scales Are Fun!

This book has 36 different piano pieces, which are presented in all major and minor
keys.There are 12 pieces in major keys and 24 in minor keys (harmonic and melodic/natural).
In the Extra section there are 9 pieces in enharmonically equivalent keys. F# Major piece is the
same as previously presented Gb Major piece, C# is the same as Db Major, Cb is the same as
B Major, D# is the same as Eb Minor, A# is the same as Bb Minor, and Ab is the same as G#
Minor piece.By learning the pieces with the fingering assigned to each note the performer will
be able to play all scales with correct fingering.
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Scales are an important part of music practice but not very interesting. Get some tips on how
to make practicing them fun with lots of musical. Regularly practicing your scales doesn't have
to be boring. Here's some tips for making them fun while improving your technique.
Encouraging students to practise scales needn't be an uphill struggle, says Paul Harris - in fact,
it can even be fun!.
Practicing scales is so important for various reasons. Discover why and how scales exercises
can be fun and how to practice them effectively. No one likes to practice scales, but here are
five ways to change up your routine, challenge yourself, and maybe even have some fun in
the. Last month, I presented the intriguingly exotic C Lydian hexatonic scale, which is formed
by combining C and D triads (C E G + D F# A.
Do your students claim that scales are BORING? I promise you'll never hear that again if you
use these fun ideas for teaching piano scales. Ready to spice up your piano practice? In this
infographic, piano teacher Nadia B . shares four ideas for how to practice scales in new ways.
The very mention of the word scales to a piano student is likely to I think it is actually possible
to make scale practice fun, rewarding and.
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